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1 Claim. (Cl. 2-86) 

This? invention relates to outer wearing apparel and 
more particularly to a coat having lining construction 
capable of furnishing protection ofzthe legs of thegwearer. 
I am aware of certain proposed priorart clothirrgw; ar 

ticles wherein a coat is provided with directly connected 
?aps or shields adaptedto surround‘the legs of the user. 
In such. prior art clothes the pantlegsr cause theouter 
coat to. move closely therewith, because'of the- direct. at 
tachment tosthe coat.’ Each step of. a wearer; causes a 
corresponding following movement of the coat to which 
the legs are attached, making the appearance of the coat 
awkward and unsightly during use. 
Another dit?culty with such prior art coats lies in the 

complexity of construction and the dif?culty experienced 
by the user in converting the ?aps to leg coverings. If 
more than a few seconds are required to make the con 
version, the wearer may well elect not to take advantage 
of the leg covering feature. 

It is within the contemplation of the present invention 
to overcome the afore-mentioned difficulties and to pro 
vide a coat of pleasing appearance wherein an independ 
ent coat liner member is furnished with panels adapted to 
be converted efficiently into leg coverings for protection 
against cold and wet. 
Another object of the invention is to provide an outer 

coat with a removable liner, a portion of which is adapted 
to be converted to leg coverings having freedom of move 
ment independent of the coat proper. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide a 

coat and liner combination wherein the liner is provided 
with panels secured by convenient fastener members hav 
ing multiple co-action for economy and ease in converting 
the panels to pant leg members. 

These and other objects and advantages of my inven 
tion will more fully appear from the following descrip 
tion, made in connection with the accompanying draw 
ings, wherein like reference characters refer to the same 
or similar parts throughout the several views, and in 
which: - 

Fig. l is an elevation of my coat liner construction 
showing the liner in open condition with the leg-encom 
passing panels in retracted and fastened position; 

Fig. 2 is a view similar to Fig. 1 showing the panel 
members released and swung downwardly preparatory to 
encompassing the legs of the user; and 

Fig. 3 shows my entire coat construction with the pant 
leg members in lowered position and fastened for use, 
portions of the coat being cut away to show the inde 
pendent character of the pant leg and liner members with 
respect to the coat proper; and 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged, fragmentary view of a lower por 
tion of the lining showing the panel in retracted position, 
the zipper fasteners being released for swinging move 
ment of the panel, and the dotted outline showing the 
lower position of the panel and the arrangement of zipper 
fastening members. 
With continued reference to the drawings, my invenl 

tion contemplates the use of a coat liner indicated gen 
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orally; at l?inFig. 1‘. The-coat liner 10>m'ay-'be¢con 
structed of cloth or other ?exible sheet material having 
upper edge margins‘ 11 extending around the sides and 
topof‘the. liner and-alower margin 12 extending. for the 
width.v of- the liner as shown.» The liner 10 is‘ provided 
with.v arm. holes. 13 adapted to correspond with the arm, , 
holes. of. a‘ coat: as.‘ will i be subsequently‘ described. The 
upper edge margin 11 is provided with fastening, means 
such. as. the edge zipper, 144for co-operatively securing‘ to 
anouter coat.l5/havingicorresponding zipper fastening 
means.v 16secured tor>the~inner surface 17 thereof. 
An important feature of the invention residesin the 

independent character of lining 10 with respect to coat 
Eat the lowermost marginz18 of thecoat. 15;- It will: be 
noted‘ that the: co-operative fastening. means 14' and~16 
does.notrextendsalong the \bottomredge' 1210f the liner 10 
and may. terminate at.19-, somewhat above the bottom 
edge 12 of the liner sov as- to'insure complete independ 
encezand. freedom ofmovement between-the liner 10 and 
coat- 15 attire-respective lower edges 12 and 18. 

It' is. understood thatgthe liner 10. is: symmetrical in 
character and. hence may be reversedsin: positionlagainst 
the-innersurface17l of coat.v 15, the arm holes 1r3-matclr 
ing in either event with arms 20 of the coat and the re 
spective edges 12 and 18 maintaining their same relation 
ship in either event. 

Secured to the liner 10 are a pair of panels 21, each of 
the panels being constructed of ?exible sheet material 
which may be water-proofed and may be selected for 
warmth or cold wear as desired. Each panel 21 has an 
upper edge 22, a lower edge 23 and a pair of spaced side 
edges, one side edge 24 lying adjacent the outer side 
margin 11 of liner 10 and the other side edge 25 lying 
toward the center line 26 of the liner lit. The lower edge 
23 of each of the panels 21 is secured hingedly to the 
surface of liner 10 adjacent the lower edge 12 shown in 
Fig. 4. When the panels 21 are not in use they present 
the appearance shown in Fig. 1, being in ?at and releas 
ably secured relation against the surface ‘of liner 10. 
When released from the liner 10 and swung to lower posi 
tion preparatory to use, the panels have the appearance 
shown in Fig. 1. 

Referring now to Fig. 4 each of the panels 21 has a 
zipper member 27 at the outer side edge 24 and a zipper 
member 28 at the inner edge 25. Corresponding zipper 
portions 29 and 30 respectively are secured to the sur 
face of liner 10 in the relation shown. The slide fastener 
31 is adapted to be permanently secured to the zipper 
portion 27 so that when released from the zipper por 
tion 29, it will remain with the panel 21 and not with 
the liner 10. The slide fastener 32 on the other hand 
is adapted to remain with the zipper portion 30 on the 
liner 10 and become completely separated from the 
zipper portion 28 when the panel 21 is released from its 
retracted position against one surface of liner 10. The 
panel 21 may then be swung about its hinged fastening 
line 23 into the dotted line position shown in Fig. 4, the 
slide fastener 31 being in the dotted line position there 
shown. Additional releasable fastening means such as 
snap fastener members 33 and 34 may be provided to 
maintain the margin 22 ?atly against liner 10. 
With the liner 10 in secured'relation with the coat 15, , 

the user can then bring the respective'sides 24 and 28 into 
leg-encompassing position, the zipper fastener portions 
27 and 28 will then be iuxtaposed and the slide fastener 
31 may be utilized to ioin the zipper portions 27 and 28 
to establish each of the pant legs as shown in 3. 
' Since the panels 21 in leg-encompassing position are 
separated one from the other though fastened to the liner 
10. they mav move with the legs of a user while walking. > 
While the liner itself will follow the movement of the 
legs, the coat 15 will retain a natural drape with the 
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lower edge margin 18 being independent of the lower 
edge 12 of the liner as previously described. 

It may thus be seen that I have devised a novel gar 
ment combination wherein pant leg members may-be 
used or retained in readiness for use as desired while 
maintaining an attractive style and an appearance of 
independently worn trousers. The garment combination 
of course has particular usefulness in supplying warmth 
and protecting the body and lower extremities from 
wind, snow, and rain without the bulkiness of additional 
independent garments. ' 

It will, of course, be understood that various changes 
may be made in the form, details, arrangement and pro 
portions of the parts without departing from the scope of 
my invention. _ ' ' 

What is claimed is: 
In a coat construction, a liner therefor having a lower 

edge adapted to be adjacent the lower edge of the coat 
during use, said liner comprising a ?exible sheet having 
means at the side and top portions thereof for securing 
to the inner surface of said coat, and a pair of ?exible 
panels each having an upper, a lower, and a pair of 
spaced side edges, the lowermost edge being hingedly se 
cured adjacent the lower edge of the liner and said side 
edges respectively having zipper fasteners, said liner hav 
ing a pair of corresponding spaced upright zipper fasten? 
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ers for holding each of said panels ?atly against the sur 
face of the liner, a slide member for joining a pair of 
zipper fasteners and mounted on the zipper fastener at 
one side edge of each panel, and a slide member mounted 
on an upright liner zipper fastener for joining the latter 
with the zipper fastener at the other side edge of each 
panel, said panels being swingable downwardly upon re 
lease of both of said co-operative zipper fasteners and 
capable of encompassing a leg of a user, the same zipper 
fasteners at the respective edges of a panel being secur 
able together to form a pants leg substantially free swing~ 
able independently of the coat proper. 
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